SkillChoice® IT
A robust collection of IT learning assets

SkillChoice® IT provides access to many of Skillsoft’s IT learning assets and solutions in a convenient
and cost-effective bundle.
SkillChoice IT offers a vast array of learning options with instant access to thousands of learning assets across
a wide choice of modalities: videos, courses, books, assessments, mentoring and more. These learning assets
can be used to solve an immediate technical problem, to build a well-rounded set of IT skills and to prepare
for certification exams.
All of the learning offerings in SkillChoice IT are developed by highly-credentialed subject matter experts who
work closely with our learning design professionals. Most courses are presented by these experts to whom
IT professionals can easily relate. SkillChoice IT is also a great resource for the mobile learner, as much of
the learning content is available via mobile devices. As a result, SkillChoice IT is a powerful tool that supports
continuous learning in the workplace and on-the-road.
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A robust collection of IT learning assets that support continuous learning for
today’s technology professionals.

SkillChoice IT supports beginners to advanced practitioners, and covers the latest and emerging
technologies, the most popular IT topics, as well as legacy platforms and applications. SkillChoice
IT provides access to over 2,000+ courses designed by Skillsoft’s experienced subject matter experts
and course designers. For informal learning and performance support, SkillChoice IT includes the
searchable full-text of thousands of leading IT books from today’s leading IT publishers. For those
employees who are working on certifications, SkillChoice IT provides a wide array of certification
test preparation assets and tools— including TestPreps and access to a highly-credentialed team
of mentors.

F E AT U R E S
2,000+ professional IT courses
Thousands of online books from
Skillsoft Books ITPro™
Online mentoring with live mentors

Skillsoft’s IT content is available via Skillsoft and SumTotal platforms as well as third-party platforms.

for key certifications

The SkillChoice IT collection includes award winning content across a wide array of subject

TestPreps™ for certification exams
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Cloud Computing and Virtualization
Data and Databases
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

Many assets are mobile-compatible
New content that refreshes as it
becomes available

Operating Systems and Servers
Security

Available via Skillport®, SumTotal,

Software Design and Development

or other LMS/portal

Business Skills for IT Profesionals
Networks and Telelcommunications

Social learning capabilities

Web Development and Design
DevOps and SysAdmin

BENEFITS
Supports a continuous
learning environment
Delivers access to Skillsoft IT
offerings in a single bundle
Provides cost effective IT coverage
Keeps IT professionals up-to-date
with the latest content
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